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Abstract

Non-generic feedback refers to a specific event and implies that performance is malleable, while generic feedback implies
that task performance reflects an inherent ability. The present study examined the influences of generic versus non-generic
feedback on motor performance and learning in 10-year-old children. In the first experiment, using soccer ball kicking at a
target as a task, providing participants with generic feedback resulted in worse performance than providing non-generic
feedback, after both groups received negative feedback. The second experiment measured more permanent effects. Results
of a retention test, performed one day after practicing a throwing task, showed that participants who received non-generic
feedback during practice outperformed the generic feedback group, after receiving a negative feedback statement. The
findings demonstrate the importance of the wording of feedback. Even though different positive feedback statements may
not have an immediate influence on performance, they can affect performance, and presumably individuals’ motivation,
when performance is (purportedly) poor. Feedback implying that performance is malleable, rather than due to an inherent
ability, seems to have the potential to inoculate learners against setbacks – a situation frequently encountered in the
context of motor performance and learning.
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Introduction

Feedback is information generally provided to learners after

each trial or group of trials, referring to their movement’s pattern

or result on the environment, and is considered one of the most

important and studied factors affecting the learning of motor skills

[1]. Several studies in different lines of research, such as coaching

behavior [2–5], self-modeling [6], self-controlled feedback [7–11],

feedback after successful or ‘‘good’’ trials [12–14], or also in the

form of positive social comparison [15], [16], have shown that

feedback can impact learning via its motivational properties, in

addition to its already well-known informational functions.

The motivational properties of feedback were also observed

when related to conceptions of ability. Considered as knowledge

structures, including beliefs about the inherent ability or the

changeability of attributes [17], conceptions of ability has received

attention as an important factor affecting performance and

learning, mainly in the social-cognitive domain. In general, studies

have shown that adults, as well as children, can present or be

induced towards different views considering conceptions of

abilities. These views can consider abilities as: fixed capacities

(entity theorists), in this way defining limits of improvement, or

malleable skills (incremental theorists), with improvement, in this

way, being strongly dependent of effort and learning [18–20].

More specifically, some of these studies have shown that language,

in the form of feedback, has the potential to impact children’s

conceptions of ability, with consequences in their judgments about

the stability of a determined personal characteristic over time or

contexts, and reflections in its performance and learning. Gelman

et al [21] findings showed that children are assumed to be able to

judge characteristics of other people as significantly more stable in

time when the characteristic was referred to as a noun (e.g., she is

an early-waker), as compared with a verbal predicate (e.g., she

wakes up early whenever she can). Based on these results, Cimpian

et al [22] observed that children are also sensitive to different kinds

of praise with respect to their own behavior, with their reactions

being influenced by the type of praise provided – generic, inducing

a stable trait, and non-generic, inducing a less stable, non-generic

trait. In the study by Cimpian et al [22], children who received

generic feedback that induced an entity conception of ability

(implying that task performance reflects an inherent trait, e.g., you

are a good drawer) exhibited more helpless behavior regarding

self-evaluation and persistence when criticized than those children

who received non-generic feedback that induced an incremental

view of ability (implying that performance is malleable or

acquirable and referring to a specific event, e.g., you did a good

job drawing). The authors concluded that generic feedback can

result in children thinking in trait terms, with mistakes being

interpreted as showing low ability or a negative trait and can,

consequently, decrease their motivation.

Only a few studies had examined the influence of conceptions of

ability specifically on motor performance and learning contexts

until now, and all have used information in the form of instructions

in order to induce different views of ability [23–25]. In a study by

Jourden et al [24], young adults who performed a rotary pursuit

task having been previously instructed that task performance

would reflect an acquirable skill, showed higher levels of skill

acquisition, perceived self-efficacy, and interest in the activity than
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those participants who performed the task having previously been

instructed that task performance would reflect an inherent

aptitude. The study by Wulf et al [25] extended these previous

results, showing that the learning of a balance task, measured by a

delayed retention test, was enhanced by instructions indicating the

learnability of the skill instead of inducing it as reflecting an

inherent ability, or with no instructions regarding this aspect

(control group). More recently, Drews et al [23] generalized these

results to children of different ages, while learning a throwing task.

However, it is still unclear whether feedback information,

inducing different conceptions of ability, would be able to affect

motor performance and learning. Different from the information

used in previous studies in the form of instructions, clearly and

objectively inducing the distinct ability conceptions, information

provided by generic and non-generic feedback carries a much less

direct, or more subtle, connotation of the stability or malleability

of an individual’s attribute. So, the question still remains as to

whether generic and non-generic feedback, inducing different

conceptions of ability, has the potential to differently affect motor

performance and learning in adults or children.

The purpose of the present study was to examine the effects of

generic feedback, inducing an entity view of ability, versus non-

generic feedback, inducing an incremental view of ability, on

children’s motor performance and learning. Two experiments

were designed. In the first one, children practiced a soccer kicking

task while receiving generic or non-generic feedback statements in

the first phase of practice. This was followed by negative feedback

statements in the second phase of practice. In order to verify

differences in performance between the generic feedback (G-FB)

and non-generic feedback (NG-FB) groups, as a function of the

type of feedback provided, a retention test was applied 10 min

after practice. In the second experiment, we extended the results of

the previous one by using a different task – throwing beanbags at a

target – and, more importantly, tested possible effects on motor

learning. As we wanted to evaluate motor learning in two different

situations, following or not following setbacks, all participants wore

opaque goggles in all experimental phases in order to avoid

intrinsic veridical feedback regarding accuracy scores, and two

delayed retention tests were applied, with all participants receiving

an equal negative feedback statement after the first retention test.

Considering the results of previous studies [22–25], we hypoth-

esized that the non-generic feedback groups would demonstrate

more effective performance and learning on both tasks, especially

when exposed to error or mistakes, than the generic feedback

groups.

Experiment 1

In this experiment, two groups of children received different

kinds of feedback, generic or non-generic, while practicing soccer

kicks at a target. As in the study by Cimpian et al [22], an

important criterion to demonstrate possible different effects was

children’s reactions to setbacks which, in the present case, were

induced by fabricated negative feedback statements, immediately

after the first practice phase. If feedback inducing different

conceptions of ability has the potential of affect children’s

behavior, the non-generic feedback group should perform more

effectively following the negative feedback statement, and on the

immediate retention test, than the generic feedback group.

Methods
Ethics Statement. Written consent was obtained from the

parents/guardians, and verbal consent was obtained from the

children. The Institutional Review Board of Federal University of

Pelotas approved all procedures and the study was conducted

according to its regulations.
Participants. Forty 10-year-old children (10 females, 30

males; M = 10.0 years, SD = 0.32) recruited from a city-center

private school located in the south of Brazil, without mental or

physical disabilities, participated in the study. All of the

participants were naive as to the purpose of the experiment.

Informed consent was obtained from the school, as well as from

the parents/guardians and, in addition, assent was obtained from

the participants. The study was approved by the Institutional

Review Board of Federal University of Pelotas.
Apparatus and Task. A regulation-size soccer ball made of

leather (circumference: 69 cm; weight: 440 g) was used. The task

required participants to perform low kicks at a squared target area

consisting of a piece of colored cardboard (measuring 50 cm wide

and 50 cm high) attached to a wall and touching the ground, and

placed at a distance of seven meters from the participants

(Figure 1). The participant’s goal was to kick the soccer ball so

that it hit the square, which yielded a score of 3 points. Two other

zones with the same-sized dimensions were drawn, to the left and

right of the target. If the ball hit one of these lateral zones to the

left or right side of the target, or missed the target area completely,

fewer points were given (2, 1, 0).
Procedure. Participants were quasi-randomly assigned to the

different groups – generic feedback (G-FB) and non-generic

feedback (NG-FB) – considering an equal number of females and

males in each group (5 girls and 15 boys). They were informed

about the goal of the task and were instructed to kick the ball with

their preferred foot.

During the first phase of the experiment, all participants

performed 12 trials of kicking the soccer ball at the target. After

every third trial, different feedback statements were provided,

implying either an inherent ability in the G-FB group (e.g., ‘‘You

are a great soccer player’’; ‘‘You have a talent for soccer’’) or a

malleable skill in the NG-FB group (e.g., ‘‘Those kicks were very

good’’; ‘‘The last kicks were great’’). Both groups then performed 6

more trials with negative feedback after every third trial (e.g.,

‘‘Those kicks were not very precise’’). This negative feedback was

identical for both groups. An immediate retention test, consisting

of 6 trials without feedback, was performed 10 minutes later.
Data analysis. Accuracy scores were analyzed in 2 (group:

G-FB versus NG-FB) x 4 (blocks of 3 trials) analysis of variance

(ANOVA) with repeated measures on the last factor for the first

experimental phase, and in 2 (group: G-FB versus NG-FB) x 2

(blocks of 3 trials) analysis of variance (ANOVA) with repeated

measures on the last factor for the negative feedback phase and the

Figure 1. Schematic of the experimental set-up and zone areas
used for punctuation.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0088989.g001
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retention test. An alpha level of .05 was used as the threshold for

significance.

Results
Phase One. Both groups performed with similar accuracy

scores across practice blocks (see Figure 2, left side). The main

effect of block, F (3, 114) ,1, and group, F (1, 38) ,1, were not

significant, as well as the interaction of group and block, F (3, 114)

,1.
Phase Two. On the second phase, the NG-FB group

presented higher accuracy scores than the G-FB group (see

Figure 2, middle). The difference between groups was significant,

with F (1, 38) = 4.17, p,.05, g2 = .10. The main effect of block, F

(1, 38) ,1, and the interaction of the block and group, F (1, 38)

,1, were not significant.
Retention test. On the no-feedback retention test, 10-min.

later, the NG-FB group also had higher accuracy scores than the

G-FB group (see Figure 2, right). The difference between groups

was significant, with F (1, 38) = 4.39, p,.05, g2 = .10. The main

effect of block, F (1, 38) = 1.74, p..05, and the interaction of the

block and group, F (1, 38) ,1, were also not significant.

Discussion
The findings show that children’s motor performance can be

affected by the kind of augmented feedback provided during

practice: generic, implying stability/inherent trait or non-generic,

implying malleability/acquirable skill perception. While there

were no differences in shot accuracy between groups in the first

phase, the NG-FB group outperformed the G-FB group in the

second phase and on the immediate retention test. Thus, generic

feedback can degrade not only intrinsic motivation in children

[22] but also motor performance, when compared with non-

generic feedback.

Experiment 2

The second experiment was designed to investigate more

permanent effects of providing non-generic versus generic

feedback during practice in children, through the use of an

extended practice phase and delayed retention tests. In addition,

we wanted to test the generalization of the effect observed in

experiment one on a different task – throwing beanbags at a

target. Lastly, since the effect of the negative feedback statements

could have been diluted somewhat by the knowledge of the

participant’s actual performance through intrinsic visual feedback

in the previous experiment, we prevented participants from

viewing the target during practice and both retention tests. During

practice, half of the participants received generic feedback,

implying an inherent ability, while the other half received non-

generic feedback, implying the task as an acquirable skill. One day

later, motor learning was verified, as a function of the type of

feedback provided during practice, on two retention tests, with the

second test measuring participants reactions to a setback induced

by an identical fabricated negative feedback, provided immedi-

ately after the completion of the first test. Taking into account the

results of the first experiment of the present study as well as

previous studies on the subject [22–25], we expected that the non-

generic feedback group would outperform the generic feedback

group on both retention tests.

Methods
Ethics Statement. Written consent was obtained from the

parents/guardians, and verbal consent was obtained from the

children. All procedures were approved and conducted according

to the regulations of the Institutional Review Board of Federal

University of Pelotas.

Participants. Forty 10-year-old children (20 females, 20

males; M = 10.5 years, SD = 0.51), without mental or physical

disabilities, participated in the study. The participants were naive

as to the purpose of the experiment and none of them had

participated in the previous experiment. As in experiment 1, they

were recruited from a city-center private school located in the

south of Brazil.

Apparatus and Task. The task – the same as used in a

previous study [26] – involved participants throwing beanbags

(100 g) at a circular target placed on the floor, with their non-

dominant arm, and while wearing opaque goggles. The center of

the target was placed at a distance of 3 m from the participant,

and the accuracy scores were based on where the beanbag first

contacted the floor. When the beanbag landed on the bull’s eye,

100 points were awarded. If it landed outside the circles, 90, 80, 70

… 0 points, respectively, were recorded. The higher score was

awarded if a beanbag landed on a line. The target had a radius of

10 cm.

Procedure. Participants were quasi-randomly assigned to the

generic feedback group (G-FB) and to the non-generic feedback

group (NG-FB), with an equal number of males and females in

each group (10 boys and 10 girls). In order to prevent them from

viewing the target during practice and both retention tests, the

participants wore opaque swimming goggles while throwing.

However, they were allowed to look at the target before all

Figure 2. Accuracy scores during phase one, phase two, and retention for the G-FB and NG-FB groups. Error bars indicate standard
errors.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0088989.g002
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experimental phases. The children were informed about the goal

of the task and were instructed to throw the beanbags overhand

with the non-dominant hand, while keeping their feet on the floor

and behind a line.

Participants performed 40 trials in the practice phase. After

each block of 10 trials, different feedback statements were

provided, implying an inherent ability (e.g., ‘‘You have talent for

throwing’’) in the GF group, or a malleable skill (e.g., ‘‘These last

throws were very good’’) in the NGF group. In addition,

participants also received veridical feedback regarding throwing

accuracy after each trial. The target area was divided into four

quadrants in order to provide directional information (Figure 3).

These areas were designated as ‘‘long’’, ‘‘short’’, ‘‘left’’, or ‘‘right’’.

Feedback included information about the direction and the

distance from the center of the target (e.g., ‘‘a little bit to the

right’’ or ‘‘much too long’’) depending on whether the beanbag

landed in the inner (60–100) or outer circles (0–50), respectively.

One day later, both groups performed two retention tests,

consisting of 10 trials each, with vision occluded and without

veridical feedback related to accuracy scores. After the first

retention test, all participants were provided with one (identical)

negative statement: ‘‘On these last throws, you did not do very

well’’. This was followed by the second retention test.
Data analysis. Accuracy scores in the practice phase were

analyzed in 2 (group: G-FB versus NG-FB) x 4 (blocks of 10 trials)

analysis of variance (ANOVA), with repeated measures on the last

factor. For both retention tests, accuracy scores were analyzed in

separate one-way ANOVAs. Alpha level for significance was set at

.05 for all analyses.

Results
Practice. Both the G-FB and NG-FB groups performed with

similar accuracy scores across practice blocks (see Figure 4, left

side). The main effect of block, F (3, 114) ,1, group, F (1, 38) ,1,

as well as the interaction of group and block, F (3, 114) ,1, were

not significant.

Retention One. On the first retention test, performed 1 day

after the practice phase, the NG-FB group presented slightly

higher accuracy scores than the G-FB group (see Figure 4, middle).

However, the difference between groups was not significant, with

F (1, 38) = 1.20, p..05.

Retention Two. On the second retention test, after the

negative feedback statement, the NG-FB group had higher

accuracy scores than the G-FB group (see Figure 4, right). The

main effect of group was significant, F (1, 38) = 8.12, p,.01,

g2 = .17.

Discussion
The findings of the second experiment demonstrate that

feedback, inducing different conceptions of ability during practice,

can present more permanent effects that affect children’s motor

learning. Results of a retention test, performed one day after

practicing the throwing task, showed that participants which

received non-generic feedback during practice outperformed the

generic feedback group after receiving a negative feedback

statement. While participants of the G-FB group maintained their

accuracy relative to the first retention test, participants of the NG-

FB group tended to improve it. Thus, different positive feedback

statements may not have an immediate influence on performance,

but they can affect performance, and presumably individuals’

motivation, when performance is poor. In the same direction as

discussed by Dweck [19] and Dweck et al [20], non-generic

feedback has the potential to make children put in more effort

after errors or mistakes, not seeing the negative feedback

information as a threat to the self, and in this case decreasing

performance, when compared with generic feedback, and these

effects seems to be relatively permanent.

General Discussion

Recent studies have shown that feedback can affect motor

learning, not only by its already well-established informational

Figure 3. Target and zone areas used for providing feedback.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0088989.g003
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function, but also by a motivational one, both in adults [7–9], [12],

[16], [27], [28] and children [14], [15], [26]. The general

objective of this research was to examine the effects of generic

versus non-generic feedback on motor performance and learning

of motor skills in children. The first study was more exploratory,

and aimed at testing the effects of these different types of feedback

on children’s motor performance. The objective of the second

study was to verify more permanent effects of generic versus non-

generic feedback on motor learning in children, as well as to

generalize the results for a different task. For both studies, we

hypothesized that participants receiving non-generic feedback

would outperform participants receiving generic feedback, espe-

cially after setbacks.

Our hypothesis was confirmed. While the provision of positive

feedback, in general, has been viewed as a good strategy to

promote motor learning, the present findings show that some kinds

of positive feedback may not work as desired, especially when

individuals need to cope with setbacks. Participants of the present

study who received generic feedback, inducing the task as

reflecting inherent ability conceptions, underperformed partici-

pants receiving learnable ability conceptions, with effects being

demonstrated not only on motor performance, but also on motor

learning. So, the present results extend previous motivational

findings with children [22] by showing that the detrimental effects

of generic feedback also play out in motor performance and

learning contexts. The generic and non-generic feedback state-

ments provided during practice for the different groups seem to

have the potential to induce different conceptions of ability in

children, with consequences on their learning, similarly to what

happens when the different conceptions are induced more directly

through instructions, in children [23] and adults [25].

However, in contrast with previous studies which induced

conceptions of ability by instructions [23], [25], the effects of

conceptions of ability induced by feedback on motor learning did

not appear on the first regular delayed retention test, but only on

the second retention test, after the negative feedback statement.

The more subtle connotation presented by generic feedback,

emphasizing abilities as fixed capacities, or in non-generic

feedback, inducing the malleability of abilities, apparently impact

motor learning in a different way, when compared with the more

direct information provided in the form of instructions. Anyway,

the present results are in agreement with the view that entity

theorists strive to ‘‘prove’’ their abilities by outperforming others,

while incremental theorists seem to be focused on an effort to

‘‘improve’’ on the task, tending to be more intrinsically motivated

(for a review see Burnette et al [29]). In this view, there are

indications showing that while entity theorists tend to avoid

challenging situations, since they might demonstrate low ability,

and demonstrate less persistence when confronted with error

feedback, incremental theorists tend to react to difficult situations

or mistakes by increasing their effort, since they can represent a

natural part of the learning process [30–32].

The mechanisms by which conceptions of ability affect learning

have been proposed in the academic context, mainly taking into

account how perceived competence is developed. According to

Nicholls [32], Ames et al [33] and Dweck [34], individuals can

construe competency in two different ways. If competence is

construed in a learning involvement context, considering tasks as

learnable skills, levels of competence are judged in relation to one’s

own perceived mastery, with more learning reflecting more

competence. On the other hand, if competence is formed in a

performance involvement context, where the task reflects an

inherent trait, then competence is normally judged with reference

to external values or norms. These two different constructions of

competence can result in different behavioral reactions, mainly

when individuals are presented with negative situations or

setbacks. In fact, previous studies have shown that individuals

displaying an acquirable skill view continue to seek challenges and

present high performance and persistence on the task, while

individuals displaying an inherent trait view present a helpless

behavior – including an avoidance of challenges and a low

persistence on the task, since errors can carry evaluative threats –

undermining aspects related to self-assessment and affect [20],

[32], [34], [35].

In the motor behavior domain, more specific mechanisms are

being proposed as responsible for the observed performance and

learning effects of different conceptions of ability. Previous studies

already showed that a learnable/malleable view, as opposed to an

inherent/fixed view, can be associated with increased self-efficacy

[24], reduced nervousness and thoughts about one’s own ability,

less attention being directed to body movements and greater

automaticity in motor control [25]. According to Wulf et al [25],

performance conditions that produce low motivational states have

the potential to provoke implicit access to the self, which,

according to Carver et al [36] usually happens through self-

regulatory processes in order to control individual’s thoughts and

emotions. With this implicit access to the self, the attentional

capacity can be exceeded, producing ‘‘micro-choking’’ episodes,

Figure 4. Accuracy scores during practice and retention tests for the G-FB and NG-FB groups. Error bars indicate standard errors.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0088989.g004
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consequently undermining motor performance and learning [25].

Thus, the non-generic feedback information provided in the

present study during practice may have reduced participants’ self-

focus especially after receiving negative feedback, thus differenti-

ating performance and learning between groups.

In conclusion, the detrimental effects of negative feedback

observed on the performance of participants of the G-FB groups of

the present studies can directly demonstrate that the provision of

feedback related to a general trait, during practice, is not beneficial

for children, and must be avoided during the motor learning

process. Generic positive feedback, inducing stable traits, can

degrade future motor performance and learning in children when

facing setbacks, probably because mistakes can reflect a perceived

low ability or competence. On the other hand, non-generic

feedback related to a specific process or strategy, inducing

malleable or acquirable skill perceptions, can promote a more

positive reaction to negative feedback, as reflected here by a more

stable performance after errors, in both experiments.

The present results add to the growing evidence of the impact of

motivational factors on motor learning, and demonstrate the

importance of the wording of feedback. Non-generic feedback

implying that performance is malleable, rather than due to an

inherent ability, seems to have the potential to inoculate learners

against setbacks – which are frequently encountered in the context

of motor performance and learning. Future studies could try to

examine the motivational role of generic and non-generic feedback

more directly (e.g., through the use of questionnaires after the

practice phase) in order to gain a better understanding of the

mechanisms involved in these different types of feedback during

the motor learning process.
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